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Executive Summary
This Report examines two main questions.  First, what is the cost effectiveness of moving from the
regulatory requirements of nominal 5-Star Plus to 6-star for five typical house designs in six
southern WA climate zones, taking into account modest, zero- or low-cost design changes?  The
house designs are shown in Appendix A, while the climate zones were Perth, Swanbourne,
Mandurah, Bickley, Albany and Kalgoorlie.  These climate zones represent over 90 percent of WA
housing stock.  The second main question addressed is what is the highest level star rating that can
be cost-effectively achieved for these same houses and climate zones, again allowing for modest
design changes?

Key Results
With respect to the first question, Table E.1 below shows that, with very limited exceptions, 6-star
housing is cost effective in WA for the houses and climate zones studied.  Indeed, most houses in
most climate zones are highly cost effective at a 6-star performance level, with an average benefit
cost ratio (BCR) of 3.6.  This means that the financial value of the energy savings from the 6 star
houses were, on average, 3.6 times greater than the additional costs of those houses, when both
benefits and costs are discounted at 7% over the life of the house.  Even if the two highest values in
Table E.1 are ignored as ‘special cases’, the average result without these is still highly cost
effective, at a BCR of 2.4.

Table E.1 BCR for Improvements to 6-Star for Individual Houses by Climate Zone
HOUSE Perth Swanbourne Mandurah Bickley Albany Kalgoorlie
A 1.8 2.5 2.3 6.1 0.9 3.5
B 1.5 0.8 1.2 2.1 1.8 1.0
C 1.0 0.7 2.2 2.6 23.6 -*
D 4.7 2.8 3.9 5.5 4.0 17.1**
E 2.0 0.9 1.9 2.4 2.1 1.2

(*Small energy saving at small negative cost,  **Zero cost mirror imaging design significantly improves BCR)

With respect to the second question, Table E.2 below shows that the optimal or break even
performance level, for these houses and climate zones, ranged between 5.8 and 7.6 star, with an
average result of 6.7 star.  Note that the BCRs (shown in brackets after the star ratings in Table
E.2) vary slightly above and below 1.0 due to the fact that design improvements are discrete and do
not produce smooth steps toward the break-even goal.  We note that these results are broadly
consistent with other studies published recently.1  Note that no ‘learning rate’ has been assumed
with respect to costs, which means that the BCR results should be considered conservative.2

Table E.2 Final Star Rating and BCR for Improvements to Break-even for Individual Houses
by Climate Zone

HOUSE Perth Swanbourne Mandurah Bickley Albany Kalgoorlie
A 7.3 (1.18) 6.4 (1.01) 6.4 (1.15) 6.6 (1.12) 5.8 (0.94) 7.1 (1.12)
B 6.3 (0.80) 6.2 (0.97) 5.8 (1.30) 6.5 (1.26) 6.6 (1.10) 6.4 (0.86)
C 6.8 (0.88) 6.8 (0.84) 6.9 (1.06) 6.5 (1.16) 6.5 (1.08) 7.3 (0.87)
D 6.9 (1.10) 6.9 (1.01) 7.1 (1.15) 6.9 (1.24) 6.6 (1.19) 7.6 (1.12)
E 6.8 (0.92) 6.7 (1.02) 6.8 (1.13) 6.4 (1.10) 6.4 (1.11) 6.4 (0.92)

1 Refer to Bibliography: pitt&sherry 2012 and Sustainability House 2012.
2 ‘Learning rates’ refer to the observation that compliance costs tend to reduce –
sometimes quite rapidly – through time, as practices, designs and technologies change,
leading to lower or even zero incremental costs after a period of time.
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Background
The house designs studied were supplied by the WA Public Utilities Office as typical of current
construction styles in WA.  Each dwelling was modelled in each climate with AccuRate energy rating
software in the four cardinal orientations, and the orientation closest to the average was used as
the Base Case in each climate.  When modelled in accordance with BCA2009 deemed-to-satisfy
(DTS) construction standards, the modelled average energy performances were as follows: less than
4-star (two houses); less than 5-star (two houses); and 5-star one house.  These results were
consistent across climate zones, and we note that it is not unusual for DTS solutions to under-
achieve nominal energy performance regulatory requirements when modelled, as DTS solutions
tend toward rules of thumb.

Improvements for each design in each climate were then modelled in order to achieve a 6-star
energy performance level, and the costs of the improvements from the Base Case were estimated.
The difference in heating and cooling energy consumption from the AccuRate modelling was then
turned into estimates of reduced metered energy consumption based on assumed heating and
cooling appliance installation and appliance efficiency: heating 50% reverse cycle air conditioning
and 50% gas; cooling 100% reverse cycle air conditioning.  Using cost reflective energy prices
provided by the WA Public Utilities Office, a benefit–cost analysis using discount rates of 7% and 5%
was undertaken over the period 2012-2052.  Benefits are calculated as the value of energy savings,
and costs are the initial incremental costs of improvement.  The resulting benefit cost ratios for the
individual houses are shown in Table E.1 above.

In addition, total energy and greenhouse emission savings were estimated for each climate zone, on
the assumption that only 6 star houses were built from 2012 onwards in all climate zones.  Given
the differing result for each house design noted above, the estimates are based on a ‘composite
house’, with 20% weighting to each of the five designs in each year.  The number of new houses
built in each climate zone reflects the distribution of the existing housing stock in WA.  Table E.3
below shows, firstly, the total energy savings by fuel and the total greenhouse gas savings that a
‘composite house’ built in 2012 would achieve over the 41 year period of the study, in each climate
zone.  This varies between around 130 to over 320 GJ of energy, and between 11 and 27 tonnes of
CO2-e.  The annual additions to the stock in each climate zone are then shown, followed by the
cumulative energy and greenhouse gas savings over the period by the whole stock of houses built
over this period, compared to a 5 Star Plus baseline.  In cumulative terms, more than 61 PJ of
energy and over 5 Mt CO2-e would be saved – cost effectively - in this scenario.

Table E.3: Total Energy and Greenhouse Gas Savings Estimates:  6 Star from 2012 onwards,
Compared to Base Case

Over 41 years from
2012: Perth Swanbourne Mandurah Bickley Albany Kalgoorlie Totals

Electricity savings
per house (GJ) 34 31 40 64 62 51

Gas savings per
house (GJ) 139 99 152 258 275 165

GHG savings per
house (t) 14.1 11.3 15.9 26.5 26.9 18.6

Number of Houses
Constructed
Annually

10,100 2,650 1,090 770 580 820 16,010

Cumulative
electricity savings
(TJ)

7,450 1,770 920 1,080 750 880 12,850

Cumulative gas
savings (TJ) 29,520 5,370 3,400 4,170 3,280 2,780 48,520

Cumulative GHG
savings (Mt) 3.0 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 5.1
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A similar set of estimates was then prepared, but this time on the assumption that all houses built
from 2012 onwards are at the ‘break-even’ performance level in each climate zone, rather than at
6 star.  Table E.4 below shows that in this scenario individual composite houses built in 2012 would
save between 160 GJ and over 390 GJ of energy, depending upon the climate zone, and between 14
and 32 t CO2-e, over 41 years.  Applied to the total new housing stock, cumulative savings over the
41 year period would amount to over 70 PJ of energy and some 6.3 Mt CO2-e of greenhouse gas
emissions.  Again, all of these savings would be cost effective.

Table E.4:  Total Energy and Greenhouse Gas Savings Estimates:  Break Even Performance Level
from 2012 onwards, Compared to Base Case
Over 41 years
from 2012: Perth Swanbourne Mandurah Bickley Albany Kalgoorlie Total

Electricity
savings per
house (GJ)

52 40 53 80 52 66

Gas savings per
house (GJ) 157 124 182 312 316 203

GHG savings per
house (t) 18.4 14.4 20.1 32.4 27.7 23.4

Number of
Houses
Constructed
Annually

10,100 2,650 1,090 770 580 820 16,010

Cumulative
electricity
savings (TJ)

10,660 2,260 1,230 1,340 870 1,140 17,500

Cumulative gas
savings (TJ) 30,120 6,760 4,070 5,060 3,760 3,410 53,180

Cumulative GHG
savings (Mt) 4.0 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 6.3

A further analysis was then conducted to estimate the additional value of cost savings arising from
avoided infrastructure investment due to reduced cooling demand and therefore summer peak
loads, for each of the 6 Star and break even scenarios.  Depending upon the scenario, including
these network cost savings adds about 0.2 to the benefit cost ratios reported in all climate zones,
except Albany where little change is noted. Please refer to Section 3.4 for details.
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1. Introduction
This Report examines the cost effectiveness of moving from 5-Star Plus to 6 star for houses
in a range of WA climate zones, taking into account different house designs and
construction methods.  The total electricity and gas savings and associated abatement of
greenhouse gas emissions resulting from construction to a 6-star performance level are
estimated.  Energy and greenhouse savings for houses achievable at break-even (Benefit-
Cost Ratio=1) are also estimated.  In addition, estimates have been made of the value of
summer peak load reduction as a consequence of reduced cooling demand due to more
energy efficient building shells.  Such benefits can be added to benefits of reduced energy
consumption to improve BCR for energy efficiency outcomes.

2. Methodology
The WA Government provided five house designs which are typical of current project homes
that meet the deemed-to-satisfy provisions of BCA 2009 (nominally 5 star thermal shell
performance).  Plans are shown in Appendix A.  These were modelled in the six South-West
WA NatHERS climate zones (representing over 90 percent of WA housing stock) using
AccuRate thermal performance software.  The modelling was undertaken in accordance
with the deem-to-satisfy (DTS) requirements of BCA2009 – for individual designs there is no
guarantee that adherence to DTS requirements will actually deliver 5-star thermal
performance.  The star rating of each house in each climate zone was calculated in the four
cardinal orientations (N, E, S and W).  The Base Case for each house was in the orientation
in which its star rating was closest to the average star rating of the four orientations.  This
was considered reasonable because it is unlikely that all new houses will be built in either
the worst or best performing orientation.

Tables 2.1 and 2.2 below summarise the building fabric of the Base Case houses.  On the
basis of glazing ratios, houses B and D are expected to be the least energy efficient.

Table 2.1 Overview of Residential Buildings
A B C D E

Total floor area (m2) 220 185 230 170 215

Total floor area
excluding garage (m2)

181 147 196 136 178

Total conditioned area
as modelled (m2)

143 121 160 103 124

Gross wall area
(excluding garage)
(m2)

134 166 132 118 172

Glazing area (m2) 29 46 39 39 39

Glazing to floor area
ratio (excluding
garage)

16% 31% 20% 29% 22%
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Table 2.2 Composition of Base Case houses to meet BCA2009 deemed-to-satisfy
provisions.

BCA Climate zone 5
(Perth, Swanbourne,
Bickley, Mandurah)

BCA Climate Zone 6
(Albany)

BCA Climate Zone 4
(Kalgoorlie)

Ceilings Plasterboard, R3.0
insulation (plus extra R1.0
to compensate for
downlights)

Plasterboard, R3.5
insulation (plus extra
R1.0 to compensate for
downlights)

Plasterboard, R3.5
insulation(plus extra
R1.0 to compensate for
downlights)

External walls Cavity  brickwork, medium
colour, uninsulated

Cavity  brickwork,
medium colour, R0.5
insulation

Cavity  brickwork,
medium colour,
uninsulated

Internal walls Blockwork, medium colour Plasterboard on studs,
medium colour

Blockwork, medium
colour

Roof Colorbond, medium colour Colorbond, medium
colour

Colorbond, medium
colour

Windows Single-glazed aluminium,
light colour

Single-glazed
aluminium, light colour

Single-glazed aluminium,
light colour

Downlights Yes Yes Yes

Floors Concrete slab,
tiled/carpeted, medium
colours, uninsulated

Concrete slab,
tiled/carpeted, medium
colours, uninsulated

Concrete slab,
tiled/carpeted, medium
colours, uninsulated

Exhaust fans Unsealed Sealed (as per BCA
2009)

Sealed (as per BCA 2009)

Note: an extra R1.0 ceiling insulation has been added to compensate (approximately) for the
decrease in thermal performance of ceiling insulation resulting from downlights.

Climate zones and location of housing stock
Table 2.3 below shows the climate zones that form part of this study and the distribution of
housing stock in each one.  The six climate zones are the most densely settled areas of WA
(in terms of dwelling numbers in 2007), and cover 91.4% of dwellings in WA.  It can be seen
that the climate zones covered have widely differing requirements for space conditioning
energy, as a result of the different winter and/or summer climates they experience.  The
details of the assumed housing stock, and annual number of houses constructed is provided
in Appendix B.

Z44 covers a wide area between Perth and Kalgoorlie, and falls in BCA Climate Zone 4.
Starting to the immediate north of Perth and moving south encompasses Z13, Z52, and Z54
along the coast and immediately inland, with Z47 covering the inland hills to the east of the
metropolitan area.  All four fall in BCA Zone 5.  Further south and east around the coast
Z58 falls in BCA Zone 6.

Interestingly, Kalgoorlie (Z44) has the same 6-Star energy requirement as Perth (Z13) – both
70MJ/m2 – but a different average balance between heating and cooling; Kalgoorlie has a
proportionally much higher cooling load.  In energy terms, Bickley (Z47) is a more extreme
climate than Albany (Z58) because while both have significant winter heating demands,
Bickley also has a significant cooling demand.
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Table 2.3 Main South Western WA Climate Zones

AccuRate
Climate Zone

BCA
Climate

Zone

2007 Share
Dwellings in

WA (%)

5 Star Level
(MJ/m2)

6 Star Level
(MJ/m2)

Average*
Heating
Energy
(MJ/m2)

Average*
Cooling
Energy
(MJ/m2)

Kalgoorlie (Z44) 4 4.7% 91 70 96 131

Swanbourne
(Z52)

5 15.1% 51 39 86 39

Perth (Z13) 5 57.7% 89 70 119 104

Mandurah (Z54) 5 6.2% 82 65 107 77

Bickley (Z47) 5 4.4% 122 94 200 71

Albany (Z58) 6 3.3% 110 83 239 19

*Average relates to the average of the 625 dwellings in the AccuRate Star Band set

Simulations and design modifications
The results are sensitive to assumptions made about occupancy patterns, thermostat
settings and which zones within the house are conditioned.  The thermal simulation
modelling adopted the default occupancy and thermostat default settings used in the
NatHERS rating scheme.  The default settings assume that the dwelling is to be occupied 24
hours a day and that certain zones are conditioned.  These include bedrooms, living/dining
rooms and kitchens.  A hallway or entry, as well as a study and a home theatre, have been
modelled as “other daytime usage” conditioned zones which is the current NatHERS
modelling protocol.  Other zones modelled as “other daytime usage” or “other night-time
usage” such as bathrooms, toilets and laundries are assumed to be unconditioned.  We also
note that in reality the actual occupancy patterns of individual houses will vary from the
default settings upon which the modelling results are based, and the occupants may
actively zone conditioning energy use.  Actual energy use for an individual house could be
less than predicted by thermal simulation software.  The regulatory settings take the
conservative approach of 24/7 occupancy (families with young children, retirees, invalids,
etc will occupy most houses during some period of the dwelling life time) of all conditioned
spaces in order to make comparisons between the thermal performance of building shell.

AccuRate star ratings are determined after applying an area correction factor.  The area
correction factor adjusts the predicted space-conditioning requirement (and star rating) for
the effect of surface area to volume ratios: houses <200m2 have an improved rating; houses
>200m2 have a reduced rating. (NatHERS)  However, for the purposes of the economic
analysis, the unadjusted (or actual) space-conditioning requirement (MJ/m2) for the
conditioned area was used.

Thermal performance improvements were made to each Base Case house in order for them
to achieve a 6-star rating in each of the climate zones.  Several no cost changes were
considered in order to improve the cost effectiveness of achieving 6 stars, and the savings
at break-even.  These included changing light and medium wall, roof and window colours to
a dark colour (solar absorbance of 85%); mirroring the floor plan; and removing downlights.
In addition, cost reduction changes such as reducing window/door sizes were used.

Generally, dark colours provided a greater thermal performance improvement to houses in
Bickley, Mandurah, Swanbourne and Albany (where there is a greater proportion of space
heating than space cooling energy) than houses in Kalgoorlie and Perth.  Essentially, the
energy benefit in winter (reduction in heating) outweighs the increase in cooling in the
summer.
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Mirroring the floor plan involved rotating the floor plan 180 degrees across the short axis of
the house.  In effect, the orientation of the house remains the same but the orientation of
internal day-conditioned and night-conditioned zones changes.  This is a zero cost change
and can contribute significant thermal improvement.

The area of large window/sliding doors was reduced only if it resulted in a worthwhile
increase in thermal performance.  In general, the changes to window sizes involved
reducing quadruple and triple bi-fold and sliding doors to double leaf doors.  In the case of
House Design D, the conditioned study is extensively glazed, which significantly
compromises the house’s thermal performance (see Tables 3.1-3.6).  In order to improve
the star rating, the glazing facing the portico was removed and the area of glazing in the
other wall was reduced to 1500mm X 1500mm.

To reduce the risk of fire a gap is left in ceiling insulation around downlights.  This both
reduces the total R-value of the ceiling and enables infiltration to and from the roof space,
compromising the house’s thermal performance.  It was assumed that removing downlights
was a no cost change - i.e. the cost of an alternative lighting system would be the same.

Costs
The incremental cost of achieving 6 stars for each house in each climate zone was
estimated using a conventional house cost estimating approach.  Unit prices were available
from a recent pitt&sherry project (P&S 2012) from Cost Consultants (Davis Langdon), for
which the WA Building Commission arranged an independent review.  Where there was
difference in price for a particular item between the two sources, an average of the two
was used.  The unit prices upon which the estimates are made are included in Appendix C.
Note that these costs were applicable to metropolitan Perth only.  The incremental cost for
houses in Albany and Kalgoorlie were increased by 15% and 35%, respectively, as per the
Rawlinsons Cost Guide. Note that no ‘learning rate’ was applied to costs through time.  In
reality, compliance costs tend to fall as practices, designs and technologies adjust.
Therefore the present value of costs in this study will tend to be on the high side, meaning
that the BCR results are conservative.

Discount Rates
Consistent with the Federal Government’s Office of Best Practice Regulation protocols, we
have chosen a 7% real discount rate as the default value for discounting the value of both
costs and benefits through time.  An alternative value of 5% real is tested for sensitivity.
The effect of the higher discount rate is to place less weighting on both costs and benefits
the further they occur into the future, relative to those that occur in the shorter term.

It may be argued that the long-lived nature of the assets affected by these measures
(houses) – together with the element of ‘path dependence’ (whereby certain performance
improvements can be achieved at lower cost during design and construction than after
completion) - would justify the use of a lower real discount rate.  However, there is a lack
of agreement in the economic literature regarding this, due the apparent conflict between
the time value of money (defined by the real interest rate through time) – which tends to
place a lower bound on real discount rates – and studies of social rates of time preference.
In practice, the key results in the study are not highly sensitive to the choice of discount
rate.

Space-conditioning appliance assumptions
 For the purpose of the indicative benefit-cost model constructed for this project, it was
assumed that for all new houses in all six climate zones, heating was provided on a 50:50
basis by reverse-cycle air conditioning (RCAC) and gas space heating.  Gas provides heating
for about 41% of the existing WA stock of dwellings. (EES 2012)  Cooling was provided on a
100% basis by RCAC.  We believe these assumptions represent consumer expectations for
new houses in WA.  Clearly other weightings could be modelled, for example cooling 75%
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RCAC and 25% no cooling to appropriately reflect a mixture of RCAC and evaporative/
fans/none.

AccuRate models the annual heating and cooling requirements in MJ/m2, but economic
modelling is based on the value at the meter of electricity and gas used.  We have used a
simplifying assumption that new RCAC in 2012 has an efficiency of 350% for both heating
and cooling (in reality heating efficiency is generally 10-20% higher than cooling efficiency),
and that because of ongoing technology improvements, in part driven by future possible
MEPS levels, the stock average efficiency improves by 2% per annum over the 41 year
modelling period.  The efficiency of gas heating for some combination of space and ducted
heating is assumed to be 70% for the whole modelling period.  This value is higher than the
current stock average efficiency for gas space heating. (EES 2012)  It clear from these
relative appliance efficiencies that 1kWh (=3.6MJ) of electricity at the meter requires 18MJ
of gas (=3.6x3.5/0.7) to deliver the same heating service in MJ, with relative costs of about
1:2 for electricity : gas.  The failure of the gas appliance industry to compete on efficiency
means that the clear environmental and price advantage once enjoyed by gas is a thing of
the past.  Note that ducted heating and cooling is inherently less efficient than room space
conditioning due to losses from the ducts.

Energy prices
Cost reflective price paths for electricity and gas were provided by the WA Office of Energy
(OOE) - now Public Utilities Office within the Department of Finance.  These tend to be
higher than current nominal prices, as they are adjusted to compensate for the implicit
subsidy they carry.  This approach is required in social benefit cost analysis, as it recognises
that a unit of energy saved creates greater financial savings than the nominal energy cost.
Total savings also include savings to the public sector from reduced public outlays.

In particular, Western Australia has a uniform electricity tariff policy, and thus the
electricity tariffs for small use consumers in the SWIS are the same regardless of location
(assuming they are supplied by Synergy or Horizon Power).  However, ‘cost to serve’
customer off the SWIS may be many times higher than the uniform tariff, and the
difference is captured in the Tariff Equalisation Fund.   As a result, it should be noted that
the financial value of energy savings off the SWIS – resulting from the measures modelled in
this study - would also be much higher than those on the SWIS.  This effect has not been
quantified in this study as all climate zones examined are within the SWIS area.

On the other hand, gas tariffs in WA vary.  The gas tariffs in Kalgoorlie and Albany are
different to those that apply in Perth.  Low, medium and high as prices were provided by
the OOE.  It was assumed that forecast medium gas price was Business-as-Usual, and
sensitivity analysis was undertaken using the low and high gas price forecasts.  As an aside,
the sensitivity of results to price variation can also be used to measure the sensitivity of the
benefit cost ratio (BCR) results to gas appliance efficiency.  For an assumed medium gas
price, the percentage increase in BCR for a high gas price reflects the same percentage
decrease in gas appliance efficiency, and vice versa.

6 Star energy savings and break-even analysis
The benefit cost analyses assume that the performance requirements are introduced in
2012 and that the houses have an economic life of 41 years (i.e. the stock modelling was
based on the period 2012 to 2052).  For the 6 star benefit cost analysis, the cost ($/m2) for
each of the 5 designs to achieve 6 star and the resulting savings of electricity and gas
(based on the above appliance assumptions) were calculated in each climate zone.  These
individual values were then applied to the projected detached housing stock in each
climate zone in order to determine the overall benefit cost ratio at the 6-star level for the
total stock of new houses.  The total stock was assumed to consist of equal shares of each
of the five designs, though the modelling allows this assumption to be varied.  Sensitivity
analysis was undertaken on discount rates (using 5 % and 7% discount rates) and on gas
prices (using low, medium and high gas prices).
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Cost effective levels of energy savings were calculated on a breakeven basis (benefit-cost
ratio of 1) to determine the highest potential performance levels that could be achieved
before the estimated increased construction costs exceeded the value of energy savings
through time.  For the break-even analysis, the break-even cost and energy savings were
calculated for individual houses in each climate zone.  This involved a process whereby the
cost of thermal performance measures and the resulting increase in thermal performance
were optimised to achieve a break-even result.  It was not possible in all cases to achieve a
BCR of 1 exactly.  In general, BCR for houses in each climate ranged between 0.85 and 1.15
to provide an average BCR of close to 1.  The cost increases ($/m2) and the heating and
cooling energy savings of the 5 houses in each climate zone were then used to calculate the
total new housing stock electricity and gas savings and overall BCR as described above for
6-star.

Hot water and lighting
Modelling the benefits of hot water and lighting improvements is not straightforward and
cannot be achieved within the AccuRate framework.  In the 2020 Pathways Benefit Cost
project completed for DCCEE in 2012 (P&S 2012), the benefit-cost ratios for hot water and
lighting improvements were examined on a state average basis for improvements over the
6-star level of BCA 2010 (EES 2012).  Energy savings from more stringent hot water
standards beyond the BCA 2010 requirements were achieved by changes in appliance stock,
elimination of electric storage, higher Minimum Energy Performance Standards (MEPS)
standards for gas water heaters, and more solar.

We expect that a combination of the current 5-Star Plus standard in WA and future MEPS
and industry developments will deliver a market for water heating products analogous to
the requirements of BCA 2010.  Although the BCA 2010 standard required a significant
reduction in lighting energy compared to the past BAU (i.e. no requirements), we expect
that MEPS for lighting products (e.g. elimination of incandescent lamps, new standards for
downlights) will create a new market BAU analogous to BCA 2010.

Without an actual model of the current market for water heating appliances and lighting it
is impossible to undertake analysis of the BCR for the transition to the requirements of BCA
2010.  The markets for these products, however, are evolving due to MEPS and industry
practice toward a BAU analogous to BCA 2010.  Therefore, we have not explicitly
incorporated these issues in the economic analysis, but focussed on building shell issues.

3. Results
3.1 Base Case Houses

Tables 3.1-3.6 show the star ratings of the 5 houses (modelled to meet DTS requirements of
BCA 2009) in each climate zone in the four cardinal orientations.  The rating of each Base
Case house is indicated in red.  This rating is achieved in the orientation which is closest to
the average star rating of the four orientations.  It is immediately obvious that the designs
do not deliver 5-star energy performance as nominally required by BCA2009.  Essentially,
House C is a 5-star design, Houses A and E are 4+-star designs, and Houses B and D struggle
in energy terms at 3+-star performance.  As previously noted the House B and D designs
have high glazing ratios and their energy performance reflects this.  In the case of House B
a majority of large living/dining room glazing area is shaded by the covered alfresco area,
preventing any solar gain.  It can also be seen that thermally House C is the best performing
house in all climate zones.  It achieves at least 5+-star performance in at least one
orientation in most climate zones.
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Table 3.1 Star Ratings of Base Case house in each orientation (Perth)
North East South West

A 4.5 4.7 4.8 4.8
B 3.4 3.3 3.5 3.3
C 5.1 5.9 5.6 5.8
D 2.9 3.1 3.3 3.2
E 4.7 3.7 4.3 3.6

Table 3.2 Star Ratings of Base Case house in each orientation (Swanbourne)
North East South West

A 3.8 3.9 4.1 4.0
B 3.3 3.2 3.4 3.2
C 4.7 5.1 4.9 5.3
D 2.6 2.4 3.0 2.8
E 4.7 3.9 4.0 3.5

Table 3.3 Star ratings of Base Case house in each orientation (Mandurah)
North East South West

A 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.3
B 3.2 3.1 3.3 3.1
C 4.8 5.4 5.1 5.4
D 2.8 2.8 2.9 3.1
E 4.4 3.5 3.9 3.6

Table 3.4 Star ratings of Base Case house in each orientation (Bickley)
North East South West

A 3.9 4.1 4.2 4.1
B 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1
C 4.7 5.2 4.9 4.9
D 3.2 3.0 3.1 3.4
E 4.2 3.6 3.9 3.9

Table 3.5 Star ratings of Base Case house in each orientation (Albany)
North East South West

A 3.9 4.0 4.0 3.9
B 3.2 3.1 3.2 3.2
C 4.3 4.6 4.4 4.4
D 3.3 3.3 3.4 3.4
E 4.7 4.4 4.5 4.4

Table 3.6 Star ratings of Base Case house in each orientation (Kalgoorlie)
North East South West

A 4.4 4.7 4.8 4.6
B 3.4 3.2 3.4 3.2
C 4.9 5.8 5.2 5.2
D 3.1 3.2 3.1 3.4
E 4.4 3.8 4.2 4.1
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3.2 6 Star Results
Summary of thermal performance improvements
Tables 1-6 in Appendix D show the thermal performance improvements used to achieve 6
stars in each climate zone.  It is not always possible for the ‘next’ building improvement
step to achieve exactly 6.0-star performance, so that the process of applying successive
improvements stops in the range 5.9-6.3 stars.  Some zero cost steps deliver small
improvements (e.g. colour) or very large improvements (e.g. mirror design).

6 Star Benefit Cost Ratios
The BCR for individual houses in each climate zone at 6-star compared to the Base Cases as
defined above are shown in Table 3.7 for the medium gas price.  The least favourable
results occur in Swanbourne, which is a very mild climate so that energy savings from
thermal performance improvements are lower than they are for other climates.  For House
B the energy saving benefit cannot offset the very high cost required to increase
performance by 2.8 stars.  For House C, the very small energy saving (<$50 per year) cannot
offset the cost of improving performance by 0.8 stars.  The results are similar for House E.
In contrast, despite the very poor base case performance for House D (2.8-star), the
improvement to 6.3-star is very cost effective because a combination of reduced glazing
areas and mirroring the floor plan means a large efficiency gain can be made at negative
and zero cost, respectively.  (N.B. In some cases mirroring the floor plan provided an
almost 1.5 star improvement.)  As shown below in Table 3.8, when the entire stock is
modelled over 41 years, the outcome for Swanbourne has BCR just >1 as small losses are
outweighed by larger gains.

Table 3.7 BCR for Improvements to 6-Star for Individual Houses by Climate Zone
HOUSE Perth Swanbourne Mandurah Bickley Albany Kalgoorlie
A 1.82 2.51 2.25 6.13 0.85 3.52
B 1.46 0.84 1.20 2.11 1.83 1.02
C 0.99 0.72 2.22 2.64 23.6 -*
D 4.68 2.77 3.85 5.51 4.04 17.1**
E 2.03 0.88 1.92 2.39 2.13 1.21

(*  Small energy saving at small negative cost,  **  Zero cost mirror imaging design significantly improves BCR)

Table 3.8 shows the benefit-cost ratios of achieving 6 stars for the total new housing stock
(assumed to comprise equal shares of the five designs) in each climate zone under a low,
medium and high gas price, at 5 and 7% discount rates.  The 41 year aggregate totals are
based on modelling of the cumulative energy saving for the construction in each year from
2012 to 2052 of the indicated average annual number of houses constructed in each climate
zone (see Appendix B for house numbers by climate zone).  When the cumulative energy
and cost benefits are modelled this means that the costs are fixed in the year they occur
(2012, 2013,…, 2052) while benefits accrue up to 2052, so that for houses built after 2012
there is a declining number of years to accumulate benefits.  We note that the assumption
of constant construction cost does not allow for learning or technology change, and thus
over-estimates costs.  The construction costs and benefits from reduced energy
consumption are discounted back to 2011$ at 7% and 5%.
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Table 3.8 6 Star BCR for Stock Aggregates (2012-2052)

Perth Swanbourne Mandurah Bickley Albany Kalgoorlie

Medium Gas
Price
BCR @ 7%
discount rate

1.66 1.03 1.53 2.51 1.60 1.62

BCR @ 5%
discount rate

1.99 1.24 1.84 3.00 1.92 1.94

Low Gas Price

BCR @ 7%
discount rate

1.56 0.98 1.44 2.35 1.49 1.39

BCR @ 5%
discount rate

1.85 1.16 1.72 2.80 1.77 1.65

High Gas Price

BCR @ 7%
discount rate 1.76         1.09 1.62 2.66 1.71 1.85

BCR @ 5%
discount rate

2.12 1.31 1.96 3.20 2.06 2.23

The key BAU result (7% discount rate, medium gas price) is highlighted in red for
convenience.  It can be seen that cost effectiveness varies considerably by climate zone
with Bickley and Albany (colder climates) the most cost-effective, and with Swanbourne
(mildest climate) the least cost effective.  Although covered by the same BCA climate zone,
and therefore having the same building shell requirements under the BCA deemed-to-satisfy
provisions, the increase to 6-star in Bickley is considerably more cost effective than in
Swanbourne due to the relative difference in required heating and cooling energy.

We note that a given improvement costs more in Albany (by 15%) and Kalgoorlie (by 35%)
than it does in Perth, so that a modest reduction in the BCR is expected in these climates
relative to the others.  As previously noted, at a medium gas price the results at low and
high gas prices can be interpreted as equivalent to an appliance efficiency improvement of
~7% (to 75% for space heating) or an efficiency decline of ~7% (to 65% for space heating).

The results in Table 3.8 assume an even distribution of the house five designs.  We can
explore sensitivity to the starting designs by changing the shares of House B and D (worst)
and House C (best) in the modelling results.  Changes in the overall stock benefit cost ratios
(medium gas price, 7% discount rate) are shown in Table 3.9.

The results reflect both the thermal performance of the designs and their relative
proportions in the total stock.  In the case of substituting House B for House C and vice
versa (lines 2&3 in the Table 3.15), when there is a poor design which is difficult/costly to
improve (House B) there are more costs involved in reaching the 6-star standard (lower
BCR), and when there is a higher proportion of better designs there are less costs involved
in reaching the 6-star standard (higher BCR).  In the former case, additional costs are
involved in first reaching 5-star before making the step to 6-star, while in the latter case
there is a reduced cost for the step to 6-star.
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Table 3.9 BCR Sensitivity to Stock Mix for Improvement to 6-Star

Perth Swanbourne Mandurah Bickley Albany Kalgoorlie

Designs Equally Shared
(All 20%)

1.66 1.03 1.53 2.51 1.60 1.62

More Poor Designs
(B=40%, C=0%)

1.52 0.94 1.32 2.26 1.38 1.24

More Better Designs
(B=0%, C=40%)

2.02 1.25 2.19 3.06 2.08 3.30

More Poor Designs
(D=40%, C=0%)

1.94 1.25 1.74 2.82 1.57 1.89

More Better Designs
(D=0%, C=40%)

1.32 0.80 1.27 2.17 1.63 1.32

In the case of substituting House D for House C and vice versa (lines 4&5 in Table 3.9),
when there is a poor design which is easy/low cost to improve (House D) there are lower
costs involved in reaching the 6-star standard (higher BCR), and when there is a higher
proportion of better designs there are fewer benefits at low cost (lower BCR).  The patterns
of change as a result of changing proportions of the designs are generally similar, but
dependent in degree on the particular climate.

The approach used has calculated the costs (and savings) from moving from the base case
to 6-star, noting that most of the base cases are less than 5 stars.  An alternative approach
would be to disaggregate the total cost of improving from base case to 6-star between base
case to 5-star and 5-star to 6-star, and then use only the 5-star to 6-star cost in the
economic analysis, and develop results analogous to Tables 3.8 and 3.9.  We note that the
average for all 30 climate zone/house combinations involves a difference of 2.1 stars at a
cost of $3,000 between base case and 6-star.  Recognising that the steps to 5-star and then
to 6-star deliver successively smaller benefits (in terms of saved energy), the choice of
order of improvements could have a significant influence on the benefit-costs calculations
for the two steps.

Total energy and GHG savings at 6 stars (by climate zone and aggregate)
Energy and greenhouse gas savings at 6-star are shown in Table 3.10.  Energy savings are
relative to Base Case houses and, as shown in Tables 3.1–3.6, the space-conditioning energy
of the Base Case houses can vary considerably.  In some cases, a less than 1 star
improvement is need to achieve 6-star performance, while in other cases, notably for
House B and House D, an improvement of around 2.5 stars in rating is required.  The energy
savings for a single composite house (equal share of the five designs assumed) built in 2012
are the savings over 41 years.  The savings per composite house are greatest for Bickley and
Albany, and least for Swanbourne.  The shares for electricity are higher in climates with
higher cooling loads, and lower in the cooler climates where heating dominates.  As
previously noted, the energy consumption is dominated by gas (50% of overall heating
delivery) and the cost of gas drives the overall cost-benefit results.  Electricity, despite
delivering 50% of heating services and 100% of cooling services, is 18% to 24% of total
conditioning energy in all climate zones due to the very high efficiency of RCAC appliances.
This figure is calculated for a single composite dwelling constructed in 2012 with fixed
appliance technology.
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As outlined above, the 41 year aggregate totals are based on modelling of the cumulative
energy saving for the construction in each year from 2012 to 2052 of the indicated average
annual number of houses constructed in each climate zone.  The energy saving over a 41
year period for the indicated level of construction is significant (~61PJ).

Table 3.16 also contains indicative estimates of the greenhouse gas savings over 41 years.
This estimate assumes heating and cooling technology is fixed from the year of construction
over this period, but the major uncertainty is due to the value of the CO2 intensity of
electricity.  This is a significant and unknown variable – we have assumed that over the 41
year period the CO2 intensity changes from 240kg CO2/GJ to 110kg CO2/GJ, and further
simplified calculations by assuming an average value of 175kg CO2 over this period.  Note
that 110 kg CO2/GJ approximates 100% electricity from CCGT generation.
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Table 3.10 Cumulative Electricity and Greenhouse Savings over 41 Years for New House Stock (equal numbers of each design)

Perth Swanbourne Mandurah Bickley Albany Kalgoorlie TOTAL

Single Composite House over
41 years built in 2012

Electricity savings (GJ) 34 31 40 64 62 51

Gas savings (GJ) 139 99 152 258 275 165

Electricity Share (%) 21% 24% 21% 20% 18% 24%

Number of Houses
Constructed Annually

10,100 2,650 1,090 770 580 820 16,010

Total Electricity Savings (TJ) 7446 1768 917 1081 750 883 12,845

Total Gas Savings (TJ) 29519 5366 3402 4172 3275 2775 48,508

Total GHG savings*

Composite House built in
2012 over 41 years (t)

14.1 11.3 15.9 26.5 26.9 18.6

Total GHG savings for
Composite Houses in
Modelled Stock over 41 Years
(Mt)

3.04 0.63 0.36 0.41 0.32 0.32 5.08

*  Assumes 1GJ gas = 59kg CO2, 1GJ electricity range 240 – 110 kg CO2/GJ over 40 years, ~175kg CO2/GJ
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3.3 Break-even Results
Tables 7-12 in Appendix D show the design modifications to the Base Case houses required
to achieve break-even energy savings.  The star rating at break-even for each house is also
shown.  The actual break-even value was based on an iterative approach in which design
modifications were made and a cost benefit calculation was undertaken (assuming the
previously defined appliance shares for heating and cooling and the respective appliance
efficiencies).  Depending on the result further adjustments were made to deliver a BCR
value of as close to unity as practicable.  Building improvements through such an approach
do not lead to regular increments in terms of improved energy ratings and cost increases.
For example, double glazing involves a significant cost for a modest improvement in energy
performance, whereas mirror imaging a floor plan could deliver a major improvement at
essentially zero cost.

Table 3.11 provides a summary of the final star ratings achieved, and the actual BCR for
individual dwellings by climate zone.  Most BCR values lie in the range 0.85 – 1.15.  As
before, House B is demonstrated to be the least suitable design for the WA climates with
the lowest star rating at breakeven in all climate zones.  House D was also a very poor base
design, but Table 3.11 shows that it can be cost effectively improved to a higher level of
performance than is possible for House B.

Table 3.11 Final Star Rating and BCR for Improvements to Break-even for Individual Houses
by Climate Zone

HOUSE Perth Swanbourne Mandurah Bickley Albany Kalgoorlie
A 7.3 (1.18) 6.4 (1.01) 6.4 (1.15) 6.6 (1.12) 5.8 (0.94) 7.1 (1.12)
B 6.3 (0.80) 6.2 (0.97) 5.8 (1.30) 6.5 (1.26) 6.6 (1.10) 6.4 (0.86)
C 6.8 (0.88) 6.8 (0.84) 6.9 (1.06) 6.5 (1.16) 6.5 (1.08) 7.3 (0.87)
D 6.9 (1.10) 6.9 (1.01) 7.1 (1.15) 6.9 (1.24) 6.6 (1.19) 7.6 (1.12)
E 6.8 (0.92) 6.7 (1.02) 6.8 (1.13) 6.4 (1.10) 6.4 (1.11) 6.4 (0.92)

Table 3.12 shows the benefit-cost ratios for the whole building stock over the 41 year
modelling period after achieving a break-even result for individual houses in each climate
zone under a low, medium and high gas prices, at 5 and 7% discount rates.  The star rating
achieved at break-even is determined by the inherent quality of the Base Design and the
climate zone.  The higher costs in Albany (by 15%) and Kalgoorlie (by 35%) also influence
the breakeven level.  As previously noted, at a medium gas price the results at low and high
gas prices can be interpreted as equivalent to an appliance efficiency improvement or
decline.

Total energy savings at break-even
The breakeven energy savings are relative to Base Case houses and, as shown in Tables 3.1–
3.6, the space-conditioning energy of the Base Case houses can vary considerably.  The star
ratings achieved at break-even were determined by the suitability of the design to the
climate zone and the relative costs of improvements.

The energy savings shown in Table 3.12 are the cumulative savings over 41 years for the
stock of houses built in each climate zone, with an equal share of the five designs assumed,
using the same methodology as for the 5-star to 6-star calculation.  The total saved energy
is significant (~69PJ), which is 13% higher than that achieved on reaching the 6-star level.
The increase in CO2 saving compared to that achieved on reaching the 6-star level was
generally 25-30% for all climate zones except the Albany climate zone where only a 16%
improvement occurred.  In the Albany climate the break-even calculations result in an
increase in electricity consumption, offsetting the decrease in gas consumption, which
reduces the overall CO2 reduction.
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Table 3.12 Break-even Star BCR

Perth Swanbourne Mandurah Bickley Albany Kalgoorlie

Medium Gas
Price
BCR @ 7%
discount rate

0.79 0.81 0.96 1.00 0.92 0.80

BCR @ 5%
discount rate

0.94 0.97 1.15 1.20 1.10 0.96

Low Gas Price

BCR @ 7%
discount rate

0.74 0.77 0.90 0.94 0.85 0.69

BCR @ 5%
discount rate

0.88 0.92 1.07 1.12 1.01 0.82

High Gas Price

BCR @ 7%
discount rate 0.83 0.86 1.01 1.06 0.98 0.91

BCR @ 5%
discount rate

1.00 1.03 1.22 1.28 1.18 1.10
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Table 3.13 Cumulative Electricity and Gas and Greenhouse Savings over 40 Years for New House Stock at Break-even (equal numbers of
each design)

Perth Swanbourne Mandurah Bickley Albany Kalgoorlie TOTAL
Single Composite
House over 40 years
built in 2012
Electricity savings
(GJ)

52 40 53 80 52 66

Gas savings (GJ) 157 124 182 312 316 203

Electricity Share (%) 25% 24% 23% 20% 14% 24%

Number of Houses
Constructed Annually

10,100 2,650 1,090 770 580 820 16,010

Total Electricity
Savings (TJ)

10662 2263 1230 1338 866 1139 16,983

Total Gas Savings (TJ) 30123 6759 4086 5057 3755 3408 52,091

GHG savings*

Single Composite
House built in 2012
over 40 years (t)

18.4 14.4 20.1 32.4 27.7 23.4

Total GHG savings for
Composite Houses in
Modelled Stock over
40 Years (Mt)

3.95 0.79 0.46 0.53 0.37 0.40 6.34

*  Assume 1GJ gas = 59kg CO2, 1GJ electricity range 240 – 110 kg CO2/GJ over 40 years, ~175kg CO2/GJ
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3.4 Effect of Energy Savings on Network Investment Costs
Impact of Energy Efficiency on Peak Load
The typical focus of demand management is power – the load in MW at any point in time,
not energy or greenhouse issues over a period of time.  Peak load is an economic issue that
has been responsible for significant increases in consumer electricity prices in recent years
as utilities struggle to make sufficient investment in transmission and distribution network
assets to ensure peak load demands can be met without blackouts.  It is recognised by all
stakeholders that the peak load is driven by residential demand, particularly by residential
air conditioning for the summer peak.  The real cost of air conditioning appliances has
fallen significantly, with increasing energy efficiency, so that reverse-cycle air conditioning
(RCAC) has become an attractive space conditioning option in the residential sector.  In
addition, consumer expectations of comfort have increased to the point where, in warmer
climates, RCAC is expected to be a feature of new housing.

It is a realistic goal is to find a robust and acceptable mechanism to incorporate the
economic benefits of future peak load reduction into the economic analysis of the costs and
benefits of energy efficiency programs.  With such an approach, the economic benefits of
reduced future capacity can be incorporated in the BCR analysis of energy efficiency
options, which currently focus only on the costs of improvements and the benefits of future
reductions in energy consumption.

The connection between energy efficiency and the economic benefits of peak load
reduction involves two steps: firstly to link energy efficiency improvements to reductions in
consumer demand; and secondly to link reductions in consumer demand to reduced network
costs.  Recent studies in Australia (UTS 2010) and (EES 2011b) have addressed these issues
to develop estimates of the economic benefits of peak load reduction as a consequence of
energy efficiency.  Both studies drew on the concept of the Conservation Load Factor (CLF)
(Koomey 1990) which is a method of estimating the likely energy savings in peak load due
to the application of an energy saving measure.  The EES study on the peak load benefits of
the national Household Insulation Project was also able to draw on direct energy modelling,
and provide estimates of CLF factors by State in Australia.

The CLF concept was developed in order to provide a simple basis for estimating the peak
load savings and consequential financial benefit from a reduction in peak load.  The CLF is
defined as the average annual load savings divided by the peak load savings, where both
are based on measured data or the output of an hourly simulation model.

CLF = [Annual Energy Savings (kWh)/8760]/Peak Load Savings (kW)

The concept is analogous to a demand side capacity factor, or a measure of the peakiness
of end use.  For end-uses like refrigeration with a relatively flat based load throughout the
year, values of 0.7 are typical.  For end-uses such as residential air conditioning with a
relatively peaky performance throughout the year, the CLF value is much lower, typically
between 0.01 and 0.1.  High air conditioning demand is weather related, so that air
conditioning use is peak coincident with large peak demand relative to total annual energy
used.  In the US, CFL factors have been determined for a number of locations, and as
expected for air conditioning, the smallest CFL occurs for the mildest climate where air
conditioning use is rarer, while the largest value occurs for the Florida climate where air
conditioning is a more regular feature of summer living. (LBNL 2002, UTS 2010, EES 2011b)
The CLF approach also provides a simple methodology to use the annual equivalent cost for
new generating plant to value energy savings. (Koomey 1990)

This approach has also been used in recent work in Australia (UTS 2010) to link peak load
reduction with avoided capital, O&M and transmission/distribution costs in the electricity
network.  The UTS modelling provides estimates of annual energy and peak load savings by
State.  The EES peak load modelling studies provide a strong basis for asserting a real basis
for linking annual energy and peak load reductions through the CFL.  Based on the EES
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methodology CLF factors were determined for each jurisdiction in Australia, and in the case
of modelled results for Australian jurisdictions align with expectations based on the
corresponding US studies.  Based on the EES simulation modelling Perth had a CLF factor of
0.04, whereas the value in the corresponding US climate (Southern California) was 0.083.
Other US climates analogous to Kalgoorlie had CLF factors of 0.07, and a climate more
analogous to Albany had a CLF factor of 0.033.  In Florida, the CLF factor was 0.127.

Taking these results into account, we have modelled cooling energy savings at 6-star and at
break-even in conjunction with CLF values of 0.10 (conservative) and 0.05 to turn reduced
electricity cooling loads into estimates of reduced peak load, which allows the cumulative
reductions in peak load to be modelled for the whole building stock in each climate zone.
Although modelled separately, it should be noted that all six climates fall within the SWIS,
and individual peak loads are likely to be coincident.

The next step involves drawing on the UTS/Energetics study for DCCEE in which values for
the avoidable generation, transmission, and distribution costs by jurisdiction were
determined (see Table 35, UTS 2010).  For WA, the value of summer peak cost saving was
$220/kW/year (or $0.22M/MW/year).  In a recent study for the WA Office of Energy
(KPKSAS 2012), in discounted weighted average terms (levelised cost) the value of peak
load reduction was $225/kW/year.  We have used a value of $220/kW/year to model the
net present value of cumulative peak load savings for the whole building stock in each
climate zone.  We recognise that the calculations outlined can only provide indicative
estimates of the peak load reduction benefits over a period of 41 years.

Table 3.14 shows the net present value of peak load reduction benefit by climate zone for
CLF values of 0.10 and 0.05 for the 6-Star improvement level, and the breakeven
improvement level.  The next step is to take the energy benefits and improvement costs
from the original BCR calculations and add the peak load co-benefit.  This has been done
only for the medium gas price results and the results are shown for 7% discount rate.  For
comparison, the most favourable result for peak load contributing to an improvement in
BCR occurs for cost-benefit calculations at 5% discount rate (see Table 3.12) and CLF of
0.05, in which case all break-even BCR values are in the range 1.14 – 1.35.

As shown in Table 3.14, in absolute terms the impact on BCR (energy plus peak load) is
smallest for Albany (coolest climate), and is more significant for Bickley and Kalgoorlie.  On
a house basis (i.e. divide the cumulative benefit for the stock in each climate by the
number of houses built each year in that climate zone – see Table 3.13 for house numbers)
it is most significant in Bickley and Kalgoorlie, and less so in Perth, Mandurah, Swanbourne
and Albany.  In all climates, it is clear that incorporation of the estimated economic
benefits of reduced peak loads result in improvements in the overall stock BCR calculations.
In percentage terms, the best improvements in BCR occur for Swanbourne and Kalgoorlie
(for 6-star) and for Perth, Swanbourne and Kalgoorlie (for break-even).

Despite the modest improvements in BCR on the incorporation of benefits from peak load
reduction, the results suggest that all energy efficiency improvements have potential to
contribute to improving the economic case for energy efficiency.  There is clearly a need to
undertake more research to identify more reliable estimates for a CLF coefficient for Perth
and surrounding climate zones, and for there to be more research to develop a clearer
understanding of the economic benefit of peak load reduction resulting from energy
efficiency improvements.
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Table 3.14 Economic Benefits of Peak Load Reductions and Improved BCR

Perth Swanbourne Mandurah Bickley Albany Kalgoorlie
Medium Gas Price

Improvement to 6-Star

NPV of Peak Load reduction CFL=0.10 (7% discount rate)
$M

26.9 11.0 4.04 4.35 1.99 5.26

NPV of Peak Load reduction CFL=0.05 (7% discount rate)
$M

53.8 22.0 8.07 8.69 3.99 10.53

Energy Benefits (7%) $M 478.2 100.3 58.21 70.31 57.19 54.49

Improvement Costs (7%) $M 288.4 97.0 37.96 28.07 35.79 33.68

Original BCR 1.66 1.03 1.53 2.51 1.60 1.62

Improved BCR CLF=0.10 1.75 1.15 1.64 2.66 1.65 1.77

Improved BCR CLF=0.05 1.84 1.26 1.75 2.81 1.71 1.93

Improvement to Break-even

NPV of Peak Load reduction CFL=0.10 (7% discount rate)
$M

72.70 14.36 6.70 5.66 2.36 7.26

NPV of Peak Load reduction CFL=0.05 (7% discount rate)
$M

145.40 28.72 13.39 11.33 4.72 14.52

Energy Benefits (7%) $M 618.8 127.3 72.8 85.94 65.71 68.38

Improvement Costs (7%) $M 788.3 156.4 76.1 85.87 71.83 85.52

Original BCR 0.78 0.81 0.96 1.00 0.91 0.80

Improved BCR CLF=0.10 0.88 0.87 1.04 1.07 0.95 0.88

Improved BCR CFL=0.05 0.97 0.90 1.13 1.13 0.98 0.97
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Appendix A

House Designs
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House A House B
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House DHouse C
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House E (Ground Floor) House E (First Floor)
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Appendix B

Projected Housing Stock
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The assumed housing stock was based on modelling estimates used in the 2020 Pathways project (P&S 2012).  It was assumed that the construction shares
of new houses by climate zones were proportional to the number of existing dwellings by climate zone in 2007.  (EES 2008)  Small changes in the
construction estimates will have no real impact on the stock BCR results – more or less houses within each climate zone will increase/decrease both
benefits and costs.

2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2051-52

Detached Small 13828 13851 13945 14040 14063 14015 13967 14061 14013

Detached Medium 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Detached Large 3501 3507 3530 3554 3560 3548 3536 3560 3548

Total 17328 17357 17476 17594 17624 17563 17503 17621 17561 17516 17516

Share

Perth 57.70% 9998 10015 10083 10152 10169 10134 10099 10167 10133 10100 10100

Swanbourne 15.10% 2617 2621 2639 2657 2661 2652 2643 2661 2652 2650 2650

Mandurah 6.20% 1074 1076 1083 1091 1093 1089 1085 1093 1089 1090 1090

Bickley 4.40% 762 764 769 774 775 773 770 775 773 770 770

Albany 3.30% 572 573 577 581 582 580 578 581 580 580 580

Kalgoorlie 4.70% 814 816 821 827 828 825 823 828 825 820 820

91.40%
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Appendix C

Building Improvement Costs
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Schedule of Rates

ITEM SPECIFICATION RATE $
Ceiling insulation R2.5 BATT per m2 $9.45
Ceiling insulation R3.0 BATT per m2 $9.98
Ceiling insulation R3.5 BATT per m2 $11.03
Ceiling insulation R4.0 BATT per m2 $11.90
Ceiling insulation R5.0 BATT per m2 $15.41
Wall insulation R1.0 BATT per m2 $5.42
Wall insulation R1.5 BATT per m2 $6.67
Wall insulation R2.0 BATT per m2 $7.53
Wall insulation R2.5 BATT per m2 $9.24
Wall insulation R1.0 POLYSTYRENE per m2 $9.45
Wall insulation R1.5 POLYSTYRENE per m2 $12.60
Wall insulation R2.0 POLYSTYRENE per m2 $15.75
Concrete floor SLAB ON GROUND per m2 $71.81
Sealing of exhaust fans Draft Stoppa each $55.13
Ceiling fan 1200mm sweep ceiling fan (basic) each $166.25
Window Base Case houses Generic aluminium windows U=7.32 SHGC=0.77 per m2 $200.00
Window system 1 (a) Single-clear Std alumimium frame U=6.44 SHGC=0.75 (improved) per m2 $228.77
Window system 1 (b) double-clear improved aluminium frame 3/6/3 per m2 $380.00
Window system 3 double-clear 12 mm argon High performance frame U=2.51 SHGC=0.62 per m2 $525.00
External blinds Canvas or similar per m2 (average) $89.25

Wall type Cavity brick per m2 $184.75
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Schedule of Rates – General market
Insulation Options

Ceiling Insulation R value Rate Per
Foil ~0.6 $4.50 M2

Batts 1.5 $6.10 M2

Batts 2 $7.34 M2

Batts 2.5 $8.29 M2

Batts 3 $9.07 M2

Batts 3.5 $9.28 M2

Batts 4 $9.49 M2

Batts 4.5 $9.70 M2

Wall Insulation R value Rate Per
Foil ~0.9 $5.16 M2

Batts 1.5 $7.24 M2

Batts 2 $8.48 M2

Batts 2.5 $11.001 M2

Polystyrene (For Cavity Brick option) 2.5 $20.002 M2

Floor Insulation R value Rate Per
Heavy foil ~1.2 $6.79 M2

Batts 1.5 $9.94 M2

Batts 2 $11.19 M2

Batts 2.5 $12.13 M2

Batts 3 $13.07 M2

Glazing Options (Note: costs are cost over aluminium standard frame with single clear
glazing)

Rate Per
Double 6 mm gap $65.00 M2

Double 12 mm gap $75.90 M2

Double 12 mm gap low e coating $90.00 M2

Premium Double Glazing 12 mm low e, Argon fill and
timber frame $140.00 M2

Reduction in window area -$84.00 M2

Tint $22.00 M2

Single low e (laminated) $39.80 M2

Air leakage
Rate Per

Seal gaps $1.00 per M2 of floor
area

Door seals $25.00 per door

Window weatherstrip $10.00 per M2 openable
window

Exhaust Fan Draft Stoppa $25.00 Per unit
External shading

Blinds $75.00 per M2 of blind
Blinds - small windows $95.00 per M2of blind

Eaves - best $30.00 per M2 of eave
Eaves - worst $55.00 per M2 of eave

Other

Cavity Brick Construction (plaster internal) $78.003 per M2 of floor
area
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Appendix D

Thermal Performance Improvements
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Thermal Performance Improvements to Achieve 6-Star

Table 1 Thermal performance improvements to achieve 6-stars (Perth)

HOUSE DESIGN MODIFICATION STAR RATING
A Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, dark

colours, ceiling fans (3)
6.2

B Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, dark
colours, improved double glazing to living/dining
room, reduce W11 in living room to 2400mm wide,
no alfresco shading

6.1

C Remove downlights, ceiling fans (2) 6.0
D Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, mirror

floor plan, reduce W1 to 2400mm with improved
double glazing, reduce W9 to 1200mm x 1200mm,
remove W8 in study

6.3

E Remove downlights, R0.5 wall insulation, mirror
floor plan, reduce W3 in living/dining room to
2400mm, reduce W7 in bedroom 1 to 1500mm high,
improved single glazing to all windows

5.9

Table 2 Thermal performance improvements to achieve 6-stars (Swanbourne)

HOUSE DESIGN MODIFICATION STAR RATING
A Remove downlights, dark colours, ceiling fans (3),

R0.5 wall insulation
6.3

B Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, dark
colours, improved double glazing to living/dining
room and bedrooms, reduce W11to 2400mm wide

6.1

C Remove downlights, ceiling fans (3), R1.0 wall
insulation

5.9

D Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, reduce W1
to 2400mm with double glazing, reduce W14 to
1500mm, dark colours, mirror floor plan, reduce W9
to 1200mm x 1200mm, remove W8 in study, ceiling
fans (3)

6.3

E Remove downlights, R0.5 wall insulation, dark
colours, mirror floor plan, reduce W3 to 2400mm
wide, reduce W7 in bedroom 1 to 1500mm high,
improved single glazing

6.3
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Table 3 Thermal performance improvements to achieve 6-stars (Mandurah)

HOUSE DESIGN MODIFICATION STAR RATING
A Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, dark

colours, fans (3)
5.9

B Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, dark
colours, improved double glazing to living/dining
room and bedrooms, reduce W11to 2400mm wide,
no alfresco shading

6.2

C Remove downlights, ceiling fans (3), reduce W1 to
2400mm, remove W2

5.9

D Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, reduce W1
to 2400mm wide and double glaze, W14 to 1500mm
wide, W9 to 1200mm x 1200mm, remove W8 from
study, mirror floor plan

6.3

E Remove downlights, R0.5 wall insulation, dark
colours, mirror floor plan, improved single-glazing to
all windows, reduce W3 to 2400mm wide, reduce W7
in bedroom 1 to 1500mm high

6.3

Table  4 Thermal performance improvements to achieve 6-stars (Bickley)

HOUSE DESIGN MODIFICATION STAR RATING
A Remove downlights, dark colours, R1.0 wall

insulation, reduce W1 to 1500mm wide, reduce W14
to 1800mm wide

5.9

B Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, double
glazing to living/dining room and bedrooms, dark
colours, reduce W11 to 2400mm wide, remove W4,
no alfresco shading

6.0

C Remove downlights, ceiling fans (3), reduce W1 to
2400mm wide, R0.5 wall insulation

6.0

D Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, dark
colours, reduce W1 to 2400mm wide and double
glaze, reduce W14 to 1500mm wide, reduce W9 to
1200mm x 1200mm, remove W* in study, ceiling
fans, mirror floor plan

5.9

E Remove downlights, R0.5 wall insulation, dark
colours, reduce W3 in living/dining room to 2400mm
wide and double glaze, reduce W7 in bedroom 1 to
1500mm high, improved single glazing

6.0
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Table 5 Thermal performance improvements to achieve 6-stars (Albany)

HOUSE DESIGN MODIFICATION STAR RATING
A Remove downlights, dark colours, double glazing

with argon fill to living/dining room and theatre,
R1.0 wall insulation, reduce W14 to 2400mm wide,
reduce W1 to 1800mm wide

5.9

B Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, dark
colours, double glazing to living/dining and
bedrooms, reduce W11 to 2400mm wide, insulate
garage wall R2.0

6.1

C Remove downlights, dark colours, reduce W1 to
2400mm wide, R0.5 wall insulation

6.0

D Remove downlights, dark colours, R0.5 wall
insulation, reduce W1 to 2400mm and double glaze,
reduce W14 to 1200mm x 1200mm and double glaze,
remove W8 in study, mirror floor plan

5.9

E Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, dark
colours, double glaze living/dining  and bedrooms,
Remove W1 and W4, reduce W3 to 2400mm wide and
W16 to 1200mm2

6.0

Table 6 Thermal performance improvements to achieve 6-stars (Kalgoorlie)

HOUSE DESIGN MODIFICATION STAR RATING
A Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, dark

colours
6.2

B Remove downlights, dark colours, R1.0 wall
insulation, double-glazing to living/dining and
bedrooms, reduce W11 to 2400mm wide , no alfresco
shading

6.1

C Remove downlights, reduce W1 to 2400mm wide 6.0

D Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, reduce W1
to 2400mm wide, reduce W14 to 1500mm wide,
reduce W9 to 1200mm x 1200mm, remove W8 in
study, mirror floor plan

6.3

E Remove downlights, R0.5 wall insulation, reduce W3
in living/dining room to 2400mm and double glaze,
reduce W7 in bedroom 1 to 1500mm high, improved
single glazing

6.1
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Thermal Performance Improvements to Achieve Break-even

Table 7 Perth Break-even Design Modifications

HOUSE DESIGN MODIFICATION STAR RATING
A Remove downlights, ceiling fans (3), dark colours, R1.5 wall

insulation, reduce W14 to 2400mm, double glaze
living/dining room and theatre

7.3

B Remove downlights, R1.5 wall insulation, reduce W11 to
2400mm, double-glaze  with argon fill in living/dining room

6.3

C Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, double-glaze
living/dining room, reduce  W1 to 2400mm wide

6.8

D Remove down lights, R1.0 wall insulation, double glaze
living/dining room and master bedroom, reduce W9 to
1500mm x 1500mm, remove W8 in study, double glaze
study

6.9

E Remove downlights, R1.5 wall insulation, double glaze with
argon fill living/dining room, reduce W3 in living/dining
room to 2400mm wide, reduce W7 in bed 1 to 1500mm
high

6.8

Table 8 Swanbourne Breakeven Design Modifications

HOUSE DESIGN MODIFICATION STAR RATING
A Remove downlights, dark colours, ceiling fans (3), double

glaze living/dining room and theatre, R1.0 wall insulation
6.4

B Remove downlights, dark colours, R1.5 wall insulation,
reduce W11 to 2400mm wide, double glaze living/dining
room

6.2

C Remove downlights, dark colours, R1.0 wall insulation,
double-glaze W2 and W3 in living/dining room

6.8

D Remove downlights, dark colours,  reduce W1 to 2400mm
wide , reduce W14 to 1500mm wide, reduce W9 in study
to 1500mm x 1500mm, double-glaze with argon fill in
living/dining room and master bed , R1.0 wall insulation,
mirror floor plan, ceiling fans (3)

6.9

E Remove downlights, dark colours, mirror floor plan, R0.5
wall insulation, reduce W3 to 2400mm wide, double-glaze
W1,2, 3 and 4 in living/dining room, improved glazing
elsewhere

6.7
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Table 9 Mandurah Breakeven Design Modifications

HOUSE DESIGN MODIFICATION STAR RATING
A Remove downlights, dark colours, R1.0 wall insulation,

ceiling fans (3), double-glazing with argon fill in
living/dining and theatre

6.4

B Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, dark colours,
double glaze W9 in living/dining room, reduce W11 to
2400mm wide, no alfresco shading

5.8

C Remove downlights, dark colours, reduce W1 to 2400mm
wide, and remove W2, double glaze W1 and W4 in
living/dining room, R1.0 wall insulation

6.9

D
Remove downlights, dark colours, reduce W1 to 2400mm
wide, double glaze with argon fill in living/dining room,
study and bedrooms, reduce W9 in study to 1500mm x
1500mm, remove W8 in study, ceiling fans (3), R1.0 wall
insulation, mirror floor plan

7.1

E Remove downlights, dark colours, R0.5 wall insulation,
reduce W3 in living/dining room to 2400mm wide, reduce
W7 in bedroom 1 to 1500mm high, double glazing in
living/dining room, improved glazing elsewhere, mirror
floor plan

6.8

Table 10 Bickley Breakeven Design Modifications

HOUSE DESIGN MODIFICATION STAR RATING
A Remove downlights, dark colours, reduce W1 to 2400mm

wide, reduce W14 to 1800mm wide, double-glaze with
argon fill to living/dining room, theatre and bedrooms
2&3, R1.0 wall insulation

6.6

B Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, double glazing
with argon fill to living/dining and bedrooms, dark colours,
reduce W11 to 2400mm, no alfresco shading, remove W4

6.5

C Remove downlights, ceiling fans (3), dark colours, reduce
W1 to 2400mm wide, double-glaze with argon fill in
living/dining room, R0.5 wall insulation

6.5

D Remove downlights,  dark colours, R1.5 wall insulation,
double glazing with argon fill to living/dining room, study,
bed 1&2, reduce reduce W1 to 2400mm, reduce W14 to
1500mm wide, reduce W9 in study to 1500mm x 1500mm,
remove W8 in study, ceiling fans (3), mirror floor plan

6.9

E Remove downlights, dark colours, R0.5 wall insulation,
double glazing with argon fill to living/dining room and
activity room, improved glazing elsewhere, reduce W3 to
2400mm wide, reduce W7 in bedroom 1 to 1500mm high

6.4
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Table 11 Albany Breakeven Design Modifications

HOUSE DESIGN MODIFICATION STAR RATING
A Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, dark colours,

double-glazing with argon fill to living/dining room, theatre
and study, reduce W14 to 1800mm wide and W1 to
1500mm

5.8

B Remove downlights, dark colours, additional R1.0 ceiling
insulation, R1.0 wall insulation, reduce W11 to 2400mm
wide, double-glaze with argon fill in living/dining room and
bedrooms, insulate garage wall to R2.0, no alfresco
shading

6.6

C Remove downlights, no downlights, additional R1.0 wall
insulation, extra dark colours, double glaze with argon fill
to living/dining room and bedrooms, reduce W1 to
2400mm wide

6.5

D Remove downlights, additional R1.0 wall insulation, dark
colours, double glazing to living/dining room and master
bedroom, reduce W1 to 2400mm wide, reduce W14 to
1500mm wide, reduce W9 in study to 1500mm x 1500mm,
remove W8 in study, mirror floor plan

6.6

E Remove downlights, additional R1.0 wall insulation, dark
colours, double glazing to living/dining and all bedrooms,
reduce W3 to 2400mm wide, reduce W14 to 1500mm high

6.4

Table 12 Kalgoorlie Breakeven Design Modifications

HOUSE DESIGN MODIFICATION STAR RATING
A Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, double glazing

with argon fill to living/dining room, double glaze theatre,
reduce W14 to 2400mm wide

7.1

B Remove downlights, dark colours, R1.0 wall, double glazing
to living/dining room , reduce W11 to 2400 wide, no
alfresco shading

6.4

C Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, reduce W1 to
2400mm wide, double-glaze with argon fill to living/dining
room

7.3

D Remove downlights, R1.0 wall insulation, mirror floor plan,
reduce W1 to 2400mm wide, reduce W14 to 1500mm
wide, reduce W9 in study to 1500mm x 1500mm, remove
W8 in study, double glazing to living/dining room, master
bedroom and study

7.6

E Remove downlights, dark colours, R0.5 wall, improved
single glazing to bedrooms, reduce W3 to 2400mm wide,
reduce W7 in bedroom 1 to 1500mm high, double glaze
living/dining and activity rooms

6.4

Notes:
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